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ARTIST STATEMENT:
What happens when you clone a dancer with a painter and a video artist? A hybrid
medium begins to appear in which boundaries blur between creative practices. It seemed
perfectly natural to me to extend my 30-year career as dancer/choreographer by making
“screendances”, or dances for the screen that allowed me to explore effects I’d never
imagined on stage. When I picked up the paint brush a decade later, I felt an instant
connection to the impulses from my spine and back that informed the expressive
instrument of my dancing body. I could now combine everything I’d discovered for stage,
screen and canvas into my “motion pictures”, creating little animations that brought to life
the images dancing in my mind.

For this selection of recent animations made in the past few years, I offer three examples
that embody my interdisciplinary process. Three Short Shorts (winner of the CameraMall
Best Michigan Filmmaker Award at the 2023 Ann Arbor Film Festival) features my
animated figure emanating its own landscapes, surrounding itself with colorful energy
fields. It includes "Très Vif", "Laf Trax" and "Star Worship".

Color Theory 101 draws a correspondence between my movement and the calligraphy-like
strokes of paint it inspires on colored paper. I’ve included three of these works on paper in
the window above the screen.

Picture This follows the animated figure as he invites the viewer to follow him into ten
different settings that spring from his imagination. This is the magic of art!
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